
 

 

  

 

West Bridge Landing - Design Concept
KEY FEATURES 
Pathways - Raised elevation of bridge landing area, pathway surfacing replaced to allow 
for regrading to ensure accessible slope standards are maintained. Remove unit pavers 

and install concrete surfacing to match existing pathways and improve accessibility.
 

Gathering Node -New bridge abutments will be located further into the existing site, thus 
existing gathering area has been relocated to the opposite side of the pathway.  Location 
of gathering space and formalized access to the sculpture garden will create a more 

integrated connection between these two public spaces.
 

Amenities - Armourstone seating wall will provide informal, low maintenance and vandal 
resistant seating, as well as frame the entrance to the sculpture garden. 

Lighting will be added to illuminate the bridge landing / pathway junction area.
 
New railings will define the gathering node and protect users along the river bank slope 

and adjacent parking lot. 


Planting - Landscaping will be renovated to improve sight lines within the site and into 

adjacent spaces. Select plant material will be retained and new plant material introduced -

native, low growing, drought tolerant, low maintenance species. 


Public Art - Renovated garden areas can accommodate temporary or permanent public 

art displays, visually linking the space with the Cambridge Sculpture Garden. 

Decorative inlays into the concrete paving leading to a sculpture in the garden would 

feature aspects of the bridge design, forming a stronger connection between the landscape
and the bridge features. 

 

 
  

 

ARMOUR STONE 
EDGE AND RAILING 

ARMOUR STONE SEAT WALL 

SCULPTURAL FEATURE TO 
CONNECT WITH AESTHETIC OF 
PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 

CAMBRIDGE 
SCULPTURE 

GARDEN 

SHRUB AND CONCRETE EXISTING ASPHALT 
PERENNIAL WALKWAY PARKING LOT 

GARDEN (3.00m)
 

EXISTING 
ASPHALT 

PARKING LOT 

Decorative railing along edge of path -
barrier between elevated public space 

and recessed private parking lot. 

Proposed armour stone retaining wall 
to enable widening of pathway and 

increased elevation at bridge. 

Remove existing trees 
and shrubs near proposed 
pedestrian bridge to 
accommodate bridge 
connection and improve 
sight lines. 

FORMALIZED CONNECTION 
TO SCULPTURE GARDEN 

PROPOSED 
PEDESTRIAN 
BRIDGE 

ARMOUR STONE 
SEAT WALLS 

NEW LANDSCAPE PLANTING 
(Selective retention of plant material) 

CAMBRIDGE 
SCULPTURE 

GARDEN 

CONCRETE 
WALKWAY 

(3.00m) 

GRAND RIVER 

Decorative inlay to tie bridge features 
into the landing area. Example shown 
relates to Bridge Concept 1 and would 

extend to a vertical sculpture feature. 

Sculpture feature emulating 
design features of the bridge. 

Upgrades to 
existing lighting 

Contrasting coloured 
paving to indicate 
shared zone and calm 
speed of cyclists 

Cautionary sign: “10km 
max. Cyclists yield to 
pedestrians” 

Cautionary sign: “10km 
max. Cyclists yield to 
pedestrians” 

Cautionary sign: “10km 
max. Cyclists yield to 
pedestrians” 

SECTION C 

Existing unit paver 
platform to be replaced 
with low growing shrubs, 
ground cover and 
seeding. 

Cautionary 
sign: “10km 
max. Cyclists 
yield to 
pedestrians” 
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